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WHO WE ARE
NAB is more than just a credit card processor.

A technology
company operating
on the forefront of
the payments
landscape.

A proven and trusted
partner to more than
250,000 satisfied
merchants.

$34 billion in
transactions each year.

A true, end-to-end
payment processing
solution including both
NAB Velocity (our wholly
owned gateway) and EPX
(our in-house payment
platform).
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WHAT WE DO
We are a leading provider of payment processing services, enabling our clients to accept
a full suite of payment forms, including credit cards, checks, and gift and loyalty programs.
Our industry leading services include:

a Merchant acquirer/enrollment
a Underwriting
a Boarding
a Card authorization/Data capture/Settlement
a Risk management
a Fraud detection
a Customer and technical support
a Chargeback administration
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MEET OUR EXECUTIVE TEAM

MARC GARDNER

KIRK HAGGARTY

TERRI HARWOOD

JIM PARKINSON

Founder, CEO and President

CFO

COO

CIO

• Founded NAB in 1992
• Led the growth of the company
from one employee to one of the
leading merchant acquirers in
the US
• Extensive expertise in credit card
processing
• Named Ernst & Young’s “2008
Entrepreneur of the Year” in the
Central Great Lakes region

• Joined NAB in 2013
• Previously served as Executive
Vice President and Chief
Financial Officer of Atlas Oil
Company
• A decade of experience in
investment banking as a
Managing Partner at Donnelly
Penman & Partners and as a
Vice President at Raymond
James

• Joined NAB in 2012
• More than 20 years of industry
experience
• Previously served as Senior Vice
President of Service Operations,
Strategic Relationships and
Business Development for
Global Payments

• Joined NAB in 2016
• Previously served as the CTO,
CDO and Executive Vice
President of Digital Advertising
at Valassis
• Prior to Valassis, Jim spent 24
years at Sun Microsystems in a
variety of positions
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THE NAB ADVANTAGE

$

1/2

A CONSULTATIVE APPROACH

SIMPLE INTEGRATION

PRICE + FUNCTIONALITY

We will work with you one-on-one to
create customized solutions featuring
a highly competitive rate.

Perform EMV transactions on semiintegrated terminals provided to you
“at cost” and ready to deploy today.

Get set up for EMV acceptance
at half of the cost of your current
equipment.
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A WHOLLY OWNED
UNIFIED PAYMENTS PLATFORM
NAB is able to better serve its clients by providing true, end-to-end transaction solutions.
We can achieve this because we own our own payment processor, Electronic Payment Exchange.
So, why does this matter?

SECURITY

RELIABILITY

ACCOUNTABILITY

We are one of the only

We deliver an end-to-end

We combine the functionality

international payment platforms

processing solution that

of an ISO, merchant acquirer,

that can deliver cost-effective,

eliminates the need for multiple

gateway, front-end, and back-end

secure, and PCI-compliant

vendor relationships and reduces

processor – all under one roof

payment processing utilizing fully-

failure points common to most

with one contract and one point of

integrated EMV, tokenization, and

other payment providers.

responsibility for payments.

encryption technologies.
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WHY HAVING THE RIGHT
GATEWAY MATTERS
A division of North American Bancard, NAB Velocity is an innovative payment gateway
that turns the complex simple.
How?
By providing forward-thinking payment solutions that are:

aCOMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE.
aIDEAL FOR OMNICHANNEL SALES.
aPROTECTED BY A MULTILAYERED
APPROACH TO SAFETY AND SECURITY.
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EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
An account of your size warrants an oversized commitment to personal service.
That’s precisely what North American Bancard has been delivering for the past 25 years.
Partner with NAB and you’ll leverage:

a A dedicated account representative
a A dedicated relationship manager
a 24/7/365 live, US-based customer service
a Customer service functions that are all performed in-house, under one roof
a C-Levels who are actively involved with decision making
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THANK YOU
Any way you slice it, we understand that our customers’ success is our success.
That’s why, since 1992, we have made it our mission to serve at the forefront of the payments
industry – leveraging technology to deliver forward thinking solutions that lead to business
efficiencies and cost optimization for our valued partners.
Today, that mission continues.
The best is yet to come.
THANK YOU.

